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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0tftISSION
;

REGION III |
!

|
Report No. 50-331/88019(DRP) !

Docket No. 50-331 License No. DPR-49

!
Licensee: Iowa Electric Light and Power !

Company !
IE Towers, P. 0, Box 351 ;
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 |

Facility Name: Duane Arnold Energy Center t

Inspection At: Palo, IA

Inspection Conducted: September 6 through October 31, 1988

Inspectors: M. Parker
!
:

H. Peterson , y

Approved: IT bw be'
ie

ReactorPrpfects,Section28 Date

Inspection Summary i

Inspection on September 6 through October 31, 1988 (Resort No.50-331/88019(DRP)) !
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by t1e resident insnectors
of followup core inspection module; followup of corrective actions for
violations and deviations; on-site followup of events at operating power .!
reactors; operational safety; maintenance; surveillance; preparati.on for !
refueling; refueling activities; design, design changes and modifications; {
report review; and management meeting.

Results: During this inspection period, the plant operated near full power
except for periodic power reduction for maintenance and surveillance testing.
On September 29, the plant performed a normal reactor shutdown to comence a
two month major refueling outage. During the course of this reporting period,
the plant had initiated the opening of the Pleasant Creek Reservoir spill gates
due to the prolonged dry spell during the summer (see section 7). Several
major issues were followed throughout this inspection period: refueling
activities, main steam isolation valves (MSIV) local leak rate testing (LLRT),
low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) swing bus modification, and equipment
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tampering. The equipment tampering is a highly sensitive issue, and the
resident inspectors, along with the Region, will continue to monitor the
licensee's enhanced awareness program and corrective actions. Also during
this reporting period, seven nonroutine events and three operational concerns
occurred. The majority of these events relate to personnel error., which
reemphasizes the continuing concern towards the licensee's attention to detail
(see section 6 and 7). Of the 13 are;<, inspected, one violation without a
Notice of Violation, in accordance < ,th 10CFR2, Appendix C (premature
termination of fire watch due to ' ,tdequate post-maintenance testing), was !

identified (seesection5).

!
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DETAILS

1. Percons Contacted

R. Anderson, Assistant Operations Supervisor
R. Anderson, Supervisor, Testing and Surveillance
J. Bjorseth, Maintenance Engineering Supervisor

*A. Browning, Group Leader, Nuclear Licensing
*W. Douglass, Technical Support Engineer
*G. Ellis, Plant Service Superintendent
D. Englehardt, Security Supervisor
D. Fowler, Operativns Shif t Supervisor A
H. Giorgio, Radiation Protection Supervisor

*R. Hannen, Plant Superintendent, Nuclear
M. Huting, Assistant Quality Control Supervisor
D. Kerr, Fire Marshal
B. Lacy, Maintenance Superintendent
E. Matthews, Corporate Quality Assurance Manager

*C, Mick, Operations Supervisor
L. Miller, Technical Support Engineer
W. Miller, Supervising Engineer, Engineering Projects
N. Petersen, Licensing-IELP

*D. Pint, Quality Assurance Engineer
J. Probst, Technical Support Engineer
K. Putnam, Technical Support Engineer

*W. Rothert, Manager, Nuclear Division
R. Salmon, Technical Services Superintendent
S. Swails, Manager, Licensing and Emergency Planning
M. Teply, Refuel Floor Manager

*J. Thorsteinson, Technical fupport Supervisor
*G. Van Middlesworth, Assistant Plant Stiperintendent, Operations
L. Voss, Instrumentation and Controls Supervisor
D. Wilson, Training Superintendent
K. Young, Assistant Plant Superintendent, Radiation

Protection / Security

In addition, the inspector interviewed other licensee personnel, including
Operations Shift Supervisors, Control Room Operators, engineering personnel,
and contractor personnel (representing the licensee).
* Denotes those present at the exit interview on November 4,1988.

2. Followup (92701

a. (0 pen) Open Item (331/85003-02 (DRP)): Missing Calibration
Sticker on Reactor Building Differential Pressure Gage (DPI-7638).
The inspector reviewed the licensee's calibration program which is
still in the process of being upgraded. Presently, the calibration
stickers are placed on gages for Quality Level 1 and 2 indicating
equipment. The specific pressure gage (DPI-7638) was reviewed along
w:th its use for surveillance testing, and it still does not have a
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i calibration sticker attached. Although it is used for Technical
; Specification Surveillance Testing, it is considered as a Quality
' Level 4 item. Review of records indicates that the gage is in
i calibration and that the calibrations are being performed yearly.
,

| The inspector continues to have some concerns with the licensee's
i prog ram. This item still remains open pending: (1) the licensee's

determination of calibration sticker control; (2) calibration control
of installed gages used for Technical Specification Surveillances
and; (3) changes to calibrated intervals are properly justified,

1 controlled, and approved.
,

i b. (Closed) Open Item (331/88006-01 (DRP)): Control Rod Drive (CRD)
| 26-43 Failure. The licensee, in conjunction with its Westinghouse
: contractor, is scheduled to perform repair and replacement of CRDs
) during this refueling outage. On October 28, 1988, CRD 26-43 was

removed for repairs. The inspecter observed the evolution and'

3 identified, along with the licensee, the cause of the failure. The
j failure was identified to be the misplacement of the disconnect rod,

which was identified to be located in one of the three peripheralt

holes surrounding the correct center hole. Due to the,

i mispositioning of the rod, the rod was bent. This was one of the
; suspected causes relayed to the licensee by General Electric (G.E.)
! in an analysis dated March 10, 1988. The corrective action planned

by the licensee is the installation of the BWR-6 style disconnect'

j rod per reconnendation of G.E.. The new disconnect rod has a collar
! of a triangular configuration, which will prevent any possibility of
| installing the rod other than in the correct center hole. The
! licensee has also planned to replace disconnect rods on other CRDs

scheduled for maintenance. The inspector will continue to follow the;

; CR0 maintenance and subsequent startup testing. This item is
considered closed.

,

i c. (0 pen) Open Item (331/87030-01 (DRP)): Part 21 Report concerning
! Anchor / Darling check valves that may have missing lock welds on
i hinge supports or hinge support capscrews. The vendor reconmended
{ that valve inspections be conducted to verify lock welds are in
! place. The licensee has conducted several valve inspections
i throughout the year. Presently, six valves (four radwaste and two
j HPCI valves) remain to be inspected and are scheduled for inspection
i during this refuel outage. This item will remain open pending the

]
completion of these inspections.

; 3. Followup of Corrective Actions for Violations and Deviations (92702)
4

| a. (Closed) Violation (331/85029-04 (DRP)): Surveillance Test on
j the Equipment Drain Sump Flow Timers Did Not Verify Proper Alarm and

Initiating Actinn. The specific Surveillance Test Procedure (STPi

! 42E004) was corrected to conform with the original finding back in
j 1986. Further actions required the licensee to develop a study of
i the Surveillance Test Program to ensure conformance with 10 CFR Part
j 50.36 (c)(3). Out of this study, the licensee developed the
! Surveillance Test Evaluation and Enhancement Program (STEEP) in 1987.
:

!
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This program was completed in late August of 1988, which marked the
initial review and revision of all the surveillance procedures. The
STEEP is presently undergoing the first phase of modifications,
Revision 1, due to missing procedural notes, incorrect explanations,
and minor typographical errors, but the surveillances are being
performed adequately. The STEEP is an ongoing program continuinq to
correct, enhance, and update procedures, but the initial comitment
to the violation to ensure adequate reflection and conformance with
Technical Specifications in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50 has been
accomplished. The inspectors under the routine program will continue
to monitor surveillance performance and the STEEP program. This item
is therefore considered closed.

4. Regional Request (92701)

a. As a result of concerns expressed at the Surry Plant, the resident
inspectors were requested to follvw-up on a potential for a similar
situation occurring at Duane Arnold. The problem concerned a
potential for overloading the diesel generator following a Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA). Surry determined that both emergency diesel
generators (EDG) would be overloaded if a loss of off-site power

' (LOOP) occurred between five to sixty minutes after a LOCA.

In reviewing Duane Arnd d designs, the inspector noted that on a
LOCA signal (high drywell pressure or low-low-low reactor level) the
EDG will start but not load onto the bus. If a LOOP signal (65% of
rated voltage) is received subsequent to the LOCA, load shedding
will occur on the essential bus, and the EDG will load onto the bus
when voltage on the bus drops to 20% of rated voltage. Large loads
are sequenced onto the bus after the diesel output breaker closes.
There are different load shedding and sequencing loads for
"LOOP /LOCA" and "loss of voltage" signals. Subsequent loss of
voltage will cause adaitional load shedding.

DAEC's essential busses do not load shed on under frequency and only
shed on under voltage, i.e., 20% of rated voltage, which is an actual
loss of voltage signal. Thus, the diesel generator at DAEC would
not be overloaded following a LOCA.

b. A regional concern was addressed regarding Emergency Diesel Generator
Room Ventilation System. Another Region III plant identified a
problem whereby on loss of control air or Motor Control Center (MCC)
electrical power, the outside supply air dampers would fail close.
This in turn isolates the supply air to the room, subsequently
resulting in overheating of the diesel generator. The inspector
reviewed sutem description and P&ID drawings to determine DAEC's
system contiguration. The diesel generator roem ventilation outdoor
supply air dampers open when the associated solenuid air valves are
de-energized. Upon loss of MCC electrical power, the solenoid air
valves will also be de-energized, automatically indexing the outdoor
supply air dampers to their fail position. The fail positions for
the outdoor supply dampers are fail open.
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5. Licensee Event Reports Followup (92700)

Through direct observations, discussions with licensee personnel, and
review of records, the following event reports were reviewed to determine
if reportability requirements were fulfilled, imediate corrective
action was accomplished, and corrective acticn to prevent recurrence had
been accomplished in accordance with technical specifications,

a. (Closed) Licensee Event Report (LER) 88005 (331/88005-LL):

Premature Termination of Fire Watch Due to Inadequate Post-
Maintenance Testing. On May 27, 1988, the licensee, while performing
maintenance on the CO2 System, failed to maintain a continuous fire
watch on the cable spreading room. The cable spreading room fire
watch was secured for over 1 hour, until the licensee determined the
system had not been adequately tested for operability. Upon
identifying the need for additional post-maintenance testing,
operations personnel promptly re-established the fire watch in the
cable spreading room. The failure to maintain the continuous fire
watch was detemined to be the inadequate post-maintenance testing
methodology. The licensee had detemined that this was the root
cause and has implemented corrective actions to (Ovelop Specific
Departmental Instruction concerning post-maintenance testing.

This incident is considered a violation of the Technical
Specification for failure to maintain a fire watch. After

further review of the licensee's actions and the circumstances of the
event, it was determined that it was not repetitive of previous
similar problems and it had low safety significance. Furthermore,
the problem was identified, reported, and corrected by the licensee.
Therefore,
Appendix C) pursuant to the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part 2,no Notice of Violation is issued for this item. This
item is therefore considered closed.

6. On-site Followup of Events at Operating Power Reactors (93702)

During the inspection period, the licensee experienced several events,
some of which required prompt notification of the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR
50.72. The inspector pursued the events on-site with the licensee and/or
other NRC officials. In each case, the inspector verified that the
notification was correct and timely; if appropriate, that the licensee
was taking prompt and appropriate actions; that activities were conducted
within regulatory requirements; and that corrective actions would prevent
future recurrence. The specific events are as follows:

September 21, 1988 - Single Loop Operation, as a result of excessive
arcing on the Reactor Recirculation MG Set "A"

September 28, 1988 - Unusual Event, due to Reactor Heat Removal (RHR)
Service Water being declared inoperable

6
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October 13, 1988 - Potential Equipment Tampering

October 17, 1988 - Unusual Event, Loss of 1A3 Essential Switchgear
Bus

October 18, 1988 - Reactor Scram, Trip of RPS "B" MG set EPA output
breaker (reactor in cold shutdown with all fuel
removed)

October 25, 1988 - ATWS ARI/RPT Actuation

October 26, 1988 - ESF Actuation and ECCS Injection

a. On September 28, 1988, while performing Reactor Heat Removal
Service Water (RHRSW) inoperable surveillance test procedure, the
licensee observed that an auto vent valve on the "A" Essential
Service Water (ESW) pump did not close. The licensee declared the
"A" ESW inoperable. This resulted in not meeting the LC0
requirements for the RHRSW, as the ESW system provides the cooling
water for RHRSW. Thus with the "B" RHRSW pump inoperable due to
maintenance and the "A" and "C" RHR$W pumps inoperable due to "A'
ESW being inoperable Technical Specifications (T.S.) action
statement 3.5.C.5 requires the licensee to comence an orderly plant
shutdown with cold shutdown to be achieved in 24 hours.

An Unusual Event was declared as a result of the T.S. requiring a plant
shutdown. During the Unusual Event, the licensee comenced a plant
shutdown to ensure that cold shutdown would be achieved within 24
hours; however, repairs were completed to the auto vent valve prior
to shutdown. The LCO and the Unusual Event were exited, and reactor
power was returned to normal that afternoon.

During the event, the licensee inititted and completed action to
repair an auto vent valve; however, during post-maintenance testing,
leakage was still observed at the vent valve. This was a result of
maintenance repairing the wrong vent valve. Initial follow-up by
the inspector noted that it was not a case of repairing the wrong
valve on the wrong train or a mislabeled valve, but that maintenance
had been directed to repair valve AV4929C, and they had in fact
repaired that valve. Review of the incident identified that during
the surveillance, comunications to the control room reported that
the auto vent valve on the pump discharge was leaking. Review of
the P& ids in the control room noted that auto vent valve AV4929C
was on the pump discharge. Further review would have identified
that there are two auto vent valves (AV4929A/49290) on the discharge
of the pump, resulting in repair of the wrong valve. This action
had no major safety significance but could have resulted in an
unnecessary transient on the plant (plant shutdown) due to 1.he
additional time consumed repairing the wrong vent valve.

7
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: b. On October 13, 1988, the licensee reported the discovery and ;

j identification of potential tampering with safety-related equipment.
] The licensee discovered that an essential service bus feeder breaker

for an emergency diesel generator did not work when staff attempted '
'

to return it to service after maintenance. Examination of the
breaker showed that two power supply wires to the breaker charging
motor had been pulled out of their crimped lug connections. The |

1 plant was shutdown for refueling at the time of this event. !

i The licensee's review of this incident resulted in the identification
| of two other potential tampering incidents. The first had been

i

; discovered on October 11, 1988, and was similar to the above incident '

c except that one wire had been pulled from the neighboring breaker (control
irod drive pump feeder breaker). Maintenance had been completed on
|that breaker on October 10, 1988. Also on October 11, 1988, a micro i

switch, which energizes the breaker racking motor on the startup
transformer feeder breaker, was found physically mispositioned i

(installedbackwards). Maintenance on that breaker had also been i
completed October 10, 1988. j
On October 15, 1988, employees working in the essential switchgear j
room where the breaker panel is located noticed that the same wire :
on the control rod drive pump feeder breaker was again damaged. {This time the protective sheathing had been cut, exposing a wire. :

The resident inspectors were on-site and performed imediate |

follow-up into these incidents. On October 14, 1988, regional I

management along with the resident inspectors were on-site for an !

unrelated management meeting and became directly ir.volved with these |
incidents and reviewed the licensee's actions with the licensee. |

As a direct result of the repetitive incident on October 15, 1988, a !
conference call was held with the licensee to determine their course ,

of action. As a result of this conference call, a Confirmatory Action '

Letter was issued on October 19, 1988, detailing the licensee's t

course of action. A security inspector was dispatched to the site on !
October 17, 1988, to monitor and evaluate the licensee's actions and
investigation into the tampering events. |

,

As a result of increased sensitivity, the inspector has reviewed {several potentially related events to determine relevance to the
i

tampering incidents, more specifically the Unusual Event - Loss of 1A3 !

Essential Switchgear Bus, the ESF actuation with ECCS injection and j
the Reactor Scram - Tripping of the RPS MG set EPA Breaker. These

|events were reviewed with special emphasis to tampering because the ;

associated equipment involved is located in the Essential Switchgear j
rooms. This review determined that the incidents were not related :and tampering was not involved (see paragraph c., d., and f. for |furtherdetailsoftheseevents). |

Entry to the area in which the breakers are located was monitored,
and many individuals have been identified as having had access during
the tampering event. The area is the subject of heavy maintenance
activity by both licensee and contractor employees.

!
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The licensee has increased security patrols, heightened awareness,
.

and checked the other breakers with no additional discrepancies
being identified. The licensee is conducting an investigation and
has been coordinating its investigation with the local FBI office.

!
c. On October 17, 1988, an Unusual Event was declared after

experiencing a loss of on-site power capability due to a loss of ;

the 1A3 Essential Switchgear Bus. The loss of the 1A3 bus was a
iresult of switching the 125 VDC Division 1 battery, which caused a

momentary loss of battery power. This caused a degraded voltage on !

the bus and resulted in the stripping of all bus loads. The "A" EDG'

; was locked out of service for maintenance during the refueling outage
.

and therefore did not start. The unit was in a refueling mode with !-

1 all fuel removed from the reactor. Concurrent with the loss of the
"A" Essential Switchgear Bus were group isolatiens for Groups 2, 3 ,|,

4 and 5, in addition to actuation of the "A" Standby Filter unit. The
|

1 Unusual Event was terminated ten minutes later after re-en.:rgizing !
the bus and restoring the 1A3 Switchgear, the batteries, and the 125 '

VDC battery charger to service and resetting the isolations.

The cause of the momentary loss of battery pcwer was attributed to !
j operator error during switching, subsequent to completion of a [
: battery discharge test. Review of the circumstances noted that the :
; operator error was a result of inadequate labeling and operator aids !

to assist the operator in performing the switching. A review of the L

licensee's actions to prevent reccurrence will be followed up under [
*

the Licensee Event Report (LER). !i

!

d. On October 18, 1988, the plant received a full scram signal. |
4

The reactor was in cold shutdown with all fuel removed from the !

reactor vessel. All control rods were fully withdrawn and tagged
i out of service for maintenance. The scram was a result of the RPS

"B" MG set EPA output breaker tripping, thus resulting in a trip of ;

the "B" RPS. The "A" RPS was previously tripped as a result of '

surveillance testing being performed on the main steam line '

;

; radiation monitors. Also, as a result of the "B" RPS tripping, the -

1 "B" PCIS was received for Groups 1-5. The licensee reset the scram >

i by placing the "B" RPS on the alternate power supply and restoring :
; the MSL radiation monitors to service.

All engineered safety features (ESF) performed as expected. All |
systems were subsequently returned to normal. The licensee is '

;

; troubleshooting the cause of the EPA output breaker tripping,
i Initial troubleshooting indicated that the breaker was siightly out
i of calibration, but this would not have caused premature breaker -

'

j tripping. The overvoltage and undervoltage trip setpoints had
; drifted high and would, therefore, not have been attributable to L

| premature breaker. The licensee is still following up a breaker ;

trip and is planning to instrurent the output of the RPS MG set i

to check for voltage or frequency variations, i

!
'

i
I

|

! (
l
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e. On October 25, 1988, the plant received an ATWS-ARI/RPT logic
Channel A Trip Signal. The trip occurred while Instrument

t

Technicians were performing Preventive Maintenance (PM) on the RPV 1

Level Switches (LIS 4535 and 4536). Only one channel of the ATWS I

logic was tripped, but this was sufficient to initiate an ESF )actuation. The logic consists of two separately powered trip<

systems, with each trip system receiving inputs from two existing
RPV Level Switches (LIS 4L35 and 4536) and two existing RPV pressure
switches. A two-out-of-two trip of either parameter occurring in
either trip system will trip both recirculation pumps and energize
one alternate rod injection (ARI) solenoid valve per division which
will vent the scram valve pilot air header.

Initial troubleshooting has detemined that probable causes were
incorrect performance of the PM, inadequate PM procedure, and
personnel error. The licensee had found that the level switches
were reassembled incorrectly, whereby the normal switch function
was reversed. The nomally open switches were reassembled as

,

*

normally shut. Also, the ATWS channel A Test Switch was not in the >

test position. During performance of the PM, the test switch is to
be placed in the test position. Therefore, when the two level
switches were reinstalled, the ATWS channel A logic was activated.
The actuation resulted in venting the scram valve pilot air header.

The ATWS test switch was returned to the test position and tagged.
The ATWS trip signal was cleared and the remainder of the system was
returned to normal. The licensee is continuing to troubleshoot the
problem. The NRC was notified in accordance with 10CFR50.72 as a 4
hour reportable event. The licensee's corrective actions and the
inspector's concerns of personnel error and attention to detail will
be followed under the subsequent Licensee Event Report.

f. On October 26, 1988, the plant received an ESF Actuation Signal on
triple low reactor water level. The event occurred while instrument
technicians were performing STP-428001, Reactor Water Level Triple
Low Instrument Functional Test / Calibration, on LIS 4531. Earlier, ,

the technicians had completed the STP on Channel A (LIS 4531) and '

while perfonning the test on Channel B, the triple low level trip
activated. The ESF actuation initiated both emergency diesel
generators and the "B" Train Core Spray. The "A" Train Core Spray
was secured mechanically due to maintenance. The initiation of
the core spray resulted in an injection into the vessel. This was
evident by an increase in the Skimer Surge Tank Level of
approximately 5 inches. The ccre spray injection did not cause any
detrinental effect other than disturbing the water clarity, which
disrupted the control rod blade shuffling. The plant was in a
refueling outage with all fuel removed from the core.

'Preliminary investigation has resulted in a prooabic cause relating
to a faulty contact in the channel A level switch. The faulty
channel was bypassed and the diesel generators and core spray
system were secured and returned to nomal lineup. The licensee is

>
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continuing to troubleshoot the problem. Notification was adequatelyi

| made to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72. The inspectors will '

continue to follow the licensee's corrective actions, which will be
j tracked under the subsequent Licensee Event Report. [

j No violations or deviations were identified in this area. !

: !

] ?. Operational Safety Verification (71707)
.

e

! }'

The inspector observed control room operations, reviewed applicable logs, i

and conducted discussions with control room operators during the ,

i inspection. The inspectors verified the operability of selected emergency
i systems, reviewed tagout records, and verified proper return to service of '

affected components. Tours of the reactor building and turbine building i,

i were conducted to observe plant equipment conditions, including potential
! fire hazards, fluid leaks, and excessive vibrations, and to verify that !
j maintenance requests had been initiated for equipment in need of
j maintenance. The inspector, by observation and direct interview, verified |
! that the physical security plan was being implemented in accordance with '

! the station security plan. !

j The inspector observed plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions and [verified implementation of radiation protection controls. During the i

;! inspection, the inspector walked down the accessible portions of the "B"
,

Core Spray and Reactor Heat Removal Systems to verify operability by -

comparing system lineup with plant drawings, as-built configuration or;
7

! present valve lineup lists; observing equipment conditions that could
! degrade performance; and verifying that instrumentation was properly '

! valved, functioning, and calibrated.
,

i

i These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that facility !;
j operations were in conformance with the requirements established under i
j technical specifications,10 CFR, and administrative procedures.

.

1

a. On September 6,1988, the licensee opened the spill gates to Pleasant !'|
f Creek Reservoir to provide makeup flow to the Cedar River. This !
Q action was a result of unusually low river flow and was required by i
i its water use permit issued by the State of Iowa. The water use ;

permit requires the licensee to provide makeup to the Cedar River at ja rate equal to its usage rate when the river flow drops below 500
;cubic feet /second (CFS). The makeup water is provided from Pleasant r

Creek, a manmade reservoir upstream of the plant intake. On '

; September 6,1988, the Cedar River flow was measured at 463 CFS. The [
} licensee measured its usage rate at 4500 gallons / minute (GPM). The i

spill gate was opened at 1:00 p.m. EDT on September 6,1988. !
'

i
The low river level and flow did not affect safe operation of the j

j plant. The licensee secureo the spill gates to Pleasant Creek |Reservoir on September 20, 1988. !

i b. On September 21, 1988, the licensee reduced reactor power and
: entered Single Loop Operation (SLO) as a result of excessive arcing

,

on the "A" reactor recirculation MG set. The inspectors observed !

operator actions to reduce reactor power utilizing both recirculation |
| flow and control rods APRfi/LPRM. I

11 I
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surveillance data and trends were reviewed and no abnormalities |
were noted.

The licensee did experience some problems with the surveillance
procedure and the operating procedure. These problems were
relatively minor but never the less created problems for the
operators. The problems included cumbersome temporary changes
to the procedures that nade performance of the evolution ,

'

difficult as the changes previously made during the last SLO
had not been incorporated to address the same circumstances that
were now occurring. Also, the surveillance procedure had not

,

been modified to incorporate the steps to be taken to access '
4

the new process computer to obtain thermal hydraulic
pa rameters.

As a result of concerns previously addressed by the inspector
during the last SLO, the licensee had representatives of
technical support, plant performance and support services
available in the control room. This action resulted in the
licensee aggressively pursuing these concerns as they occurred.
The inspector never the less noted that these problems could
have been prevented by more aggressive action by the licensee
after the previous evolution six months earlier.

The reactor recirculation pump was returned to service on
September 24, 1988. The licensee precluded operation in the
prohibited region of tb power to flow map and ensured that ;"

APRM/LPRM noise data v monitored while in the surveillance '

region,

c. On September 29, 1988, the licensee commenced a plant
shutdown to enter a two month major refueling outage. The ,

plant was manually scramed at 2:22 p.m. CDT on September 29, i

1988, from 7 percent power. The resident inspectors were in
the control room and observed the licensee's actions to
shutdown the plant. The plant entered cold shutdown on October 1 !

1988. !
,

! d. On October 13, 1988, after the performance of the "A"
' Standby Diesel Generator Annual Inspection (STP-48A004), the

plant was in the process of starting the diesel generator for
post-maintenance testing. When the plant attempted to start
the diesel, it did not start. Investigation found that the |
diesel air start system was still tagged out and isolated. It

was determined that prior to testing the diesel, a valve line-up
1 on the air start system was performed, and it was noted that the
1 isolation valve was still tagged shut. An auxiliary operator

was dispatched to clear the selected tags for the diesel i

generator. These tags were part of the overall diestl system
surveillance tagout sheet, but for the post maintenance test,
only selected tags were to be cleared and not the complete'

1

tagout sheet. When the auxiliary operator was clearing the tag
|

|

P
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on the diesel generator breaker, the first of the problems associated
with the possible equipment tampering was identified. This resulted
in the auxiliary operator being diverted to the breaker issue and the

.

iclearing of the air start system tags was dismissed. When the diesel
generator inspection team requested the diesel be started for
post-maintenance testing, the diesel failed to start due to the
isolation of the air start system.4

The reason for this uncoordinated action of the diesel was
dismissed by the licensee as miscomunication due to the

) equipment tampering issue. The fact remains that the control
room was unaware of the actual condition of the diesel |

1 generator, resulting in the inadequate readiness of equipment !
t for testing. The tagout was reverified, and the air start |
1 system was correctly lined up. The diesel generator was L

| satisfactorily started for post-maintenance testing. This is !
an example of the continuing concerns towards the licensee's"

i attention to detail. I

! e. During a review of drywell temperatures, the inspector !

, questioned the adequacy of Technical Specifications and
) administrative controls to ensure that the drywell temperature is

maintained within the design basis. The OAEC Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report assumes an average drywell of 135 degrees F. during
the onset of a loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). A review of plant
procedures and T.S. noted that no procedures or administrative
controls are presently in place to ensure that the average drywell r

temperature is maintained below 135 degrees F. Standard Technical
Specifications place average drywell temperature restrictions on
BWRs to ensure that the design basis temperature is not exceeded. '

This limitation on the primary containment average air temperature
ensures that the containment peak air temperature would not exceed
the design temperature under LOCA/ steam line break conditions and
is consistent with the accident analysis. The licensee has agreed to
further review this matter and to ensure that administrative controls

i are in place so that the average drywell temperature is maintained
.

. within design basis. This item was further discussed with the NRR :

| project manager as to the basis for not being included in T.S.. This
is considered an open item (50-331/88019-01 (DRP)) pending further

i review by both the NRC and the licensee.
; ,

j No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

8. Monthly Maintenance Observation (62703)

Station maintenance activities of safety-related systems and components
listed below were observed / reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted
in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides, and industry

j codes or standards and in conformance with Technical Specifications.

The following items were considered during this review: the limiting
conditions for operation were met while components or systems were
removed from service; approvals were obtained prior to initiating the,

| work; activities were accomplished using approved procedures and were
I '
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inspected as applicable; functional testing and/or calibrations were
performed prior to returning components or systems to service; quality
control records were maintained; activities were accomplished by qualified
personnel; parts and materials used were properly certified; radiological
controls were implemented; and, fire prevention controls were implemented.

Work requests were reviewed to determine status of outstanding jobs
and to assure that priority is assigned to safety related equipment
maintenance which may affect system performance.

The following maintenance activities were observed /reviewcd:

Reactor Recirculation Motor Generator Set "A" Repair

Repair of Emergency Service Water (ESW) Auto Vent Valve,
AV-4929A

Core Refueling Activities (Defueling)

Fuel Bundle Sipping

Following completion of maintenance on the reactor recirculation MG
set and the ESW system, the inspector verified that these systems had been
returned to service properly.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

9. Monthly Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspector observed technical specifications required surveillance
testing and verified that testing was performed in accordance with
adequate procedures, that test instrumentation was calittrated, that
limiting conditions for operation were met, that removal and restoration
of the affected components were accomplished, that test results confortred
with technical specifications and procedure requirements and were
reviewed by personnel other than the individual directing the test, and
that any deficiencies identified during the testing were properly re-
v1ewed and resolved by appropriate managerent personnel.

The inspector also witnessed portions of the following test activities:

STP-46F001 - APPfi LPRhi, and Core Plate delta P Baseline Noise
Collection for Single Loop Operation (SLO)

STP-45E001-Q - RCIC Systen Operability Tests

I
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STP-450001-Q,R - HPCI System Quarterly Operability Tests

STP-47C001-RF - Secondary Containment Integrity

STP-498001-RF - SRM Daily Response Check

STP-41A003-M - Reactor High and Low Water Level (HPCI, RCIC,
RPS PCIS) Instrument Functional Test / Calibration

STP-48A006-SP - Special Perfonnance Discharge Test of Batteries
1D1, 102, 104

STP-48A006-CY - Cyclic Service (Discharge) Test of Batteries
105, ID6

STP-46A002 - Primary Containnent Leakage Rate Test (MSIVs)

The inspectors performed a record review of completed surveillance tests.
,

The review was to determine if the test was accomplished within the i

required Technical Specification time interval, procedural steps were i

properly initiated, the procedure acceptance criteria were met,
independent verifications were accomplished by people other than those
performing the test, and the tests were signed in and out of the control :
room log book. The surveillance tests reviewed were:

STP-420005 'F - SRM Trip Functional Test and Calibration

STP-49A001-RF - Refueling Interlocks Functional Test
|

STP-41A004-RF - IRM Trip Functional Test and Calibration

STP-41A017-RF - APRM High Flux (15% Scram) Instrument Functional
Test / Calibration

a. On October 3,1988, the licensee completed local leak rate r

testing (LLRT) on the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs). !
Overall, five of the eignt valves exceeded technical specifications |-

(T.S.) values of 11.5 standard cubic feet per hour (scfh). Of the l

five failures, one was identified to be a gross failure (744 scfh).
The remainder ranged from 13.14 to 40.26 scfh.

i
The NRC met with the licensee at DAEC to discuss the proposed course [of action for repair of the MSIVs on October 14, 1988. A follow-up

i
inspection was performed by the Division of Reactor Safety the week :
of October 17, 1988, to specifically review the status of MS!Y ;

activities and corrective action taken by the licensee to minimize
[1eakage (see inspection report 50-331/88022 for further details).
[

b. During the review of Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) records, |
the inspector discovered that STP 41A004 (IRH Trip Functional Test
and Calibration) was perfomed and recorded as being completed
satisfactorily, but without having the Acceptance Criteria, Section 8,

15
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fully completed. The STP was completed on October 12, 1988, and as
of October 18, 1988, Section 8 was not yet completed. Further
review of the STP and Surveillance Testing Program was conducted.
The STP had been satisfactorily completed, but there exists some
confusion in the review process for the Acceptance Criteria Section.
STP 41A004 has been properly reviewed as of October 20, 1988.

The confusion arises from the question of whom is responsible tu
f'.ll in the acceptance criteria for the satisfactory completion of
the STP. The STPs have recently undergone the Surveillance Test
Evaluation and Enhancement Program (STEEP), and the revised
Acceptance Criteria, Section 8, incorporates specific test procedural
steps reflecting the completion of Technical Specification
requirements which must be verified and initialed. It was determined
that it is the Operations Shift Supervisor's responsibility to review
and verify that all of Section 8 is completed for the Operation
Department's STPs prior to forwarding it to the Operations Supervisor
for final review. The other departments (I and C, Electrical.
Radiation P"otection, Chemistry etc.) have their respective STP
reviewers fill in Section 8 af ter the fact; therefore, the STP was
recorded in the control room logs as being completed satisfactorily,
without section 8 completed.

The Supervisor for Testing and Surveillance has agreed with the
inspector's concerns and has actively pursued the question of the
Acceptance Criteria Section and also the timeliness of STP reviews.
The licensee has determined, to ensure timely and successful
ccepletion of surveillance tests, that the Acceptance Criteria
(verification of satisfactory completion of all required Technical
Specification steps, noting Deviation Reports, Document Change Forms
and test coments) shall be completed short of the final supervisory
review signatures prior to having the STPs logged as being
completed satisfactorily.

On October 20, 1988, a memo was distributed by the licensee
regarding the concern of completing the Acceptance Criteria. As of
October 26, 1988, ouestions still remained on the effectiveness of the
implerentation of this remo throughout the departments. Further
review will be conducted under the routine surveillance
observations.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

10. Preparation for Refueling (60705)

The ietspector verified prior to receipt of new fuel that technically
adequate, approved procedures were available covering the receipt,
inspection, and storage of new fuel. Several shifts of fuel bundle
receipt inspection, channeling and storage, performed by Operations
personnel and Quality Control inspectors, were observed. These

16
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activities were verified to be perfomed in accordance with the ;
licensee's procedures. The inspections were adequately performed and no '

fuel bundle discrepancies were identified.

The inspector verified that technically adequate procedures were approved
for Fuel and Reactor Component Handling Procedure (FRCHP) No. 5, Rev. 21
July 6,1988, "Procedure for Moving Core Components Between Reactor Core
and Spent Fuel Pool, within the Reactor Core, or within the Spent Fuel
Pool." The inspector verified that the licensee had submitted a proposed
core reload technical specification change to NRR. The inspector also

,

reviewed tLe licensee's program for overall outage control.
:

No violations or deviations were identified in this area. ;

11. Refueling Activities (60710)

The inspector verified that prior to the handling of fuel in the ,

core, all surveillance testing required by the technical specifications
and licensce's procedures had been completed; verified that during the

,

outage the periodic testing of refueling related squipment was p d formed ;

as required by technical specifications; observed fiu shifts of the fuel !
handling operations (removal) and verified that the activities were
performed in accordance with the technical specifications and approved
procedures; verified that containment integrity was maintained as required
by technical specifications; verified that good housekeeping was
maintained or the refueling area; and verified that staffing during
refueling was in accordance with technical specifications and approved
procedures,

i
During this inspection period, the inspectors witnessed the licensee's
refueling activities consisting of a completc core unload with fuel
sipping. Fuel sipping was performed to identify suspected fuel bundle
leaks. The sipping process was performed by General Electric (G.E.)
contractors, with every fuel bundle being sipped. As a result of the sipping ,

process, two fuel bundles were identific1 as having a leak. The fuel '

bundle serial numbers are LY2144 at core position 27-14 and LY2247 at core i

position 23-22. The two fuel bundles were non-barrier type fuel and were l

not intended for reload. Further core alterations included control rod
blade replacement and shuffling. Subsequent core reload is schduled to
cocrence on November 7,1988.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

12. Design, Design Changes and Modifications (37700)

The inspector perfomed a preliminary review of the licensee's design
change to the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) Swing Bus to correct
a postulated d 'e failure of the D.C. control power. The proposed
design change n .Jes modifications to ensure automatic transfer of the
swing bus to its alternate a.c. power supply.

17
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The inspector's concerns were provided to the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR) to be addressed with the licensee in a forthcoming
meeting with NRR. Subsequently, a meeting was held in R7ckville, Md. with
the licensee on October 27, 1988, to discuss the proposto LPCI swing bus
modifications for the Duane Arnold plant. The inspector p0rticipated in
the nweting by conference call.

The swing bus design modification is being reviewed in detail b/ NRR,
and a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) will be issued upon
completion of the review. This item will continue to be pursued
under Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL-RIII-88-025) and Unresolved
Item (331/88004-01 (DRP)).

No violations or deviation, were identified in this area.

13. Report Review (90713)

During the inspection period, the inspector reviewed the licensee's
Monthly Operating Peport for August and September 1988. The inspector
confinned that the infonnation provided met the requirements of Technical
Specifications 6.11.1.C and Regulatory Guide 1.16.

14. Management Meeting (30900)

a. On September 7,1988, a site visit was made by the Director and
Branch Chief of the Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards.
The main purpose of the visit was to attend a meeting with licensee
management on Emergency Preparedness. However, the visit also
included a tour of the facility conducted by the resident inspectors.
The meeting was held in the licensee's corporate office to discuss
the status and resolution of the remaining Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) issues with the licensee,

b. On September 16, 1988, a meeting was held between representatives of
Iowa Electric Light and Power Company and the NRC. The meeting was
held at the Region III office to discuss the status of the Main
Steam Isolation Valves (MS!Vs). The licensee presented a brief
history of Duene Arnold's MS!Vs, including past corrective actions
to reduce leakage and expected results of the upcoming local leak
rate testing (LLRT).

c. On October 14, 1988, a meeting was held between representatives of
Iowa Electric Light and Power Company and the NRC. The meeting was
held at the plant site to discuss the following subjects: the
results of the Safety System Functional Inspection, the results of
the LLRT of the MS!Vs and refueling outage issues, such as fuel
leak testing, LPCI swing bus design, and current outage activities.
Following the neeting, the plant manager cenducted a tour of the
facility, including the crywell, to observe MS!Y repair activities.

18
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15. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action
'n the part c! the NRC or licensee or both. An open item disclosed

during the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 7.

16. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspector met with licensee representatives (deroted in Paragraph 1)
on November 4.1988, and informally throughout the aispectior, period and
summarized the scope and findings of the inspection activities. The
inspector also discussed the likcly information content of the inspection
report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the inspector.,

*

The licensee did not identify any such documents or processes as
] prop rieta ry. The licensee acknowledged the findings of the inspection.
.
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